Realistic HTX-202 Step-by-Step Programming Guide

Also applies to RadioShack HTX-202

Noji Ratzlaff

Set the radio to communicate with a repeater at 147.080+ MHz, 77.0 Hz

0. Turn on the radio and make sure it is unlocked before proceeding

1. Press D

2. Set the frequency (4 is not needed)
   1 - 7 - 0 - 8 - 0

3. Hold F and press +/- repeatedly until - appears

4. Get into the menu
   Hold F and press M-SET

5. Press * to get to “tc”

6. Rotate the TUNE knob to 77.0

7. Press * to get to “rc”

8. Rotate the TUNE knob to off unless a receive tone is needed

9. Press the PTT to exit the menu

10. Hold F and press 1 repeatedly to enable the tone

Your radio is now set to transmit as specified

Store the current repeater and tone settings in a memory channel

0. Follow the procedure above to set your radio to communicate on the frequency of your choice

1. Press C to get into Memory Mode

2. Rotate the TUNE knob to select the channel

3. Press D to get back to VFO Mode

4. Hold F and press C to store the settings

The frequency is now stored in radio memory

Recall a stored memory setting

1. Press C to get into Memory Mode

2. Rotate the TUNE knob until you reach the desired channel

The stored channel is now ready for use

Set the radio to communicate at 146.740 MHz simplex

0. Turn on the radio and make sure it is unlocked before proceeding

1. Press D

2. Set the frequency (4 is not needed)
   1 - 6 - 7 - 4 - 0

3. Hold F and press +/- repeatedly until both disappear

4. Hold F and press 1 repeatedly to disable the tone

Your radio is now set to transmit simplex